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Abstract

CDC - Continuation of Provisional Affiliation to the self financing programme in B.Ed at Mar Osthatheos Training
College (Unaided), Perumpilavu, Kunnamkulam, Thrissur for the academic year 2021-22 - Granted - Orders issued.
CDC-D

U.O.No. 9780/2021/Admn

Dated, Calicut University.P.O, 20.09.2021

Read:-1. U.O. No. GA I / D2 / 1665/2005 dated 22.04.2005.
2. F.No/SRC/NCTE/APS00551/KL2015-16/64797 dated 15.05.2015.
3. U.O. No.1628/2017/Admn dated 06.02.2017.
4. U.O.No.3085/2020/Admn dated 07.03.2020.
5. U.O.No.8799/2020/Admn dated 30.09.2020
6. G.O.(MS)No.105/2020/HDEN dated 04.03.2020
7. Letter No. A1/B.Ed/ Degree course / 2020-22 dated 09.12.2020 from the Principal.
8. G.O..(MS)No.105/2020/HDEN dated 18.02.2021
ORDER

Provisional affiliation was granted for starting self-financing programme in B.Ed. at Mar Osthatheos
Training College (Unaided), Perumpilavu, Kunnamkulam, Thrissur during 2005-06 with an intake of
100 students, vide the University Order read as first.
2. NCTE, after adoption of Regulations 2014, given renewed recognition to B. Ed. programme of twoyear duration in Mar Osthatheos Training College for two basic units of 50 students (ie; 100 students)
from 2015-16 academic session, as per the order read as second.
3. As per the University Order read as third, permission was granted to consider the applications
received from the training colleges, at the beginning of each academic year (from 2017- 18 onwards)
as in the case of other courses and grant Continuation of Provisional Affiliation, without insisting orders
for the extension of approval from the NCTE.
4. Accordingly, Continuation of Provisional Affiliation for the academic year 2020-21. was granted , on
conditional basis subject to the submission of renewal NOC from the Govt. for the year 2020-21 to this
programme, vide the University Orders read as fourth.
5. Revised permanant seat distribution w.e.f the Academic Year 2020-21 was granted vide the
University order read as fifth.
6. The Principal, Mar Osthatheos Training College (Unaided), Perumpilavu, Kunnamkulam,
Thrissur, as per the paper read as seventh, has submitted request for Continuation of Provisional
Affiliation to the BEd programme for the academic year 2021-22 after remitting an amount
of ₹154350/- (Rupees one lakh fifty four thousand three hundred and fifty only) vide chalan no.
202182792 dated 09.12.2020 via SBI E Chalan, towards administration and affiliation fee. Principal
has also submitted Renewal of NOC from the Govt. for the academic years 2020-21 and 2021-22 vide
paper read sixth and eighth.
7. Considering the matter in detail, sanction has been accorded by the Vice Chancellor, on
17.09.2021, for granting Continuation of Provisional Affiliation to the self financing programme in B.Ed
at Mar Osthatheos Training College (Unaided),Perumpilavu, Kunnamkulam, Thrissur for the academic
year 2021-22 and to regularise the University order read as fourth , on granting provisional affiliation
on conditional basis during the academic year 2020-21 read as fourth as the Prinipal has
submitted Renewal of NOC from the Govt. for the academic year 2020-21 vide paper read as sixth
above.
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8. Continuation of Provisional Affiliation is, therefore,granted to self-financing programme in
B.Ed. at Mar Osthatheos Training College (Unaided),Perumpilavu, Kunnamkulam, Thrissur for the
academic year 2021-22 as detailed below, subject to the conditions mentioned hereunder.
Sl.No. Optional Subjects Sanctioned Intake
1.

Commerce

16

2.

English

17

3.

Mathematics

17

4.

Natural Science

17

5.

Physical Science

17

6.

Social Science

16

TOTAL

100

9. Selection and admission shall be made only on the basis of the rules and regulations
of the University/Government and on the basis of the directions issued by the University/Government
from time to time, failing which the affiliation granted will automatically be cancelled.
10. In the light of the directions of the Supreme Court of India in Writ Petition (C) 656/1998,
the institution shall take stringent measures for prevention of ragging in any form. In case of
failure to prevent such instance of ragging, appropriate action including withdrawal of affiliation of
the college will be initiated.
11. The conduct of University examinations of any sort including that of SDE examinations
is compulsory and binding on all colleges affiliated to the University of Calicut.
12. Affiliation granted is strictly provisional and only for the academic year 2021-22 The college has to
apply for continuation of provisional affiliation for the ensuing years remitting the fee fixed by the
University.
13. The list of colleges which have renewed their provisional affiliation will be forwarded to the Office of
the Controller of Examinations to ensure that examinations are not conducted in those colleges which
do not have valid affiliation order.
14. Admission to the next academic year shall be made only after obtaining prior permission from the
University.
15. The University order read as fourth is also made absolute.
Orders are issued accordingly.
Bindu T.Y
Assistant Registrar
To
The Principal,
Mar Osthatheos Training College, Perumpilavu (via),
Kunnamkulam, Thrissur - 680 519.
Copy to : PS to VC/PA to R/PA to CE / JCE 7 / DR DOA / JD KSAD/ JR GAIV/CDCE/SF
Forwarded / By Order
Section Officer
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